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Abstract 
This note concerns 3-manifolds M obtained by Dehn surgery on a knot in S3, in particular 
those which contain embedded projective planes. Generically, in the knot-space S3 - N(lc), the 
intersection of a projective plane P* in M, and any 2-sphere S* in S3 pierced by k, is a l-complex 
which can be viewed as a graph in either the projective plane or the 2-sphere. C.McA. Gordon 
and J. Luecke have used similar graphs arising as the intersection of two 2-spheres to prove that 
a knot in S3 is determined by its complement. With a view to adapting their techniques to show 
that P3 cannot be obtained by Dehn surgery on a knot in S3, we prove here that a “minimal” P* 
in M (i.e., a P* which minimizes the odd number of intersections with the core of the solid torus 
added during surgery) gives rise to a graph (in S*), which contains no “generalized” Scharlemann 
cycles. This obstruction is considered as a step towards showing that P3 cannot be obtained by 
Dehn surgery along a knot in S3. 
Keywords: Dehn surgery; Projective plane; Graphs of intersection; Generalized Scharlemann 
cycle; Double edge; Minimality 
AMS classijcation: 57M25; 57M15 
1. Introduction 
It is conjectured that P3 cannot be obtained by Dehn surgery on a knot in S3. We view 
Theorem 1.1 as a step in trying to apply the techniques of [4] to this problem. 
Let Ic be a knot in S3, N(k) a regular neighborhood of Ic in S3, and X the exterior 
of Ic in S3. The unoriented isotopy class of a nontrivial simple closed in aX = T will 
be called its slope. We use Q U {ca} as in [6] to parametrize the slopes on 3X. For 
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any slope T, we construct a closed 3-manifold, /C(T), or S3(k,r), by attaching a solid 
torus Vo(r) to X so that a curve with slope T bounds a disk in I+,(r). We suppose there 
exists a slope y say, such that M = S3(k, +y) contains a projective plane. We denote by 
1 the core of surgery and by J = N(Z) a regular neighbourhood of 1 in M. Let P^ be a 
real-projective plane in M transverse to the core of surgery, and let p be the intersection 
number ? n 1. If p is minimal then F is called “minimal” with respect to 1. We remark 
that if p = 1 then Ic is a cable-knot, and the Dehn surgeries on these knots are well 
known, see [3,1]. Moreover p is odd because there is no nonorientable closed compact 
surface in S3. In the following, we suppose p 3 3. 
We choose a 2-sphere Q in S3. Let Q = Q \ Int N(k), q the number of components of 
aQ (we suppose q 3 2), P = p \ Int J, and p the number of components of 8P. After 
an isotopy of Q we may assume that P and Q are in general position. We obtain a pair 
of graphs (G, H) of type (S2, P2) as follows. We consider the meridian disks of N(k) 
in Q, and the meridian disks of J on @ as “fat” vertices in G and H respectively. The 
edges of G and H are the component-arcs of P n Q. After giving an orientation to k 
and 1, we number the components of aP: 
x-(p-1)/2,. . . > ~-1,~o,~l,...,~(p-l)/2 
in the order that P cuts 1, similarly for the components of aQ: VI,. . , V, in the order 
that Q cuts Ic. Given an orientation on Q and N(k), we can refer to a + or - boundary 
component of Q according to the orientation on T. Then we refer to a + or - vertex of 
G, according to the sign of the corresponding disk of 0. Two vertices are called parallel if 
and only if they have the same sign. We define the labels of an edge in the usual manner: 
an endpoint of an edge at a “fat” vertex of a graph has the label corresponding to the 
index of the vertex of the other graph which contains this endpoint. This is analogous to 
the labelling of a pair of graphs of type (S2, S2) in [4] but we cannot define the parity 
rule because P^ is nonorientable. 
Let e be an edge connecting two parallel vertices of G with the same label, i say. The 
circuit Xi U e of p has to reverse the local orientation of 5. Such an edge is called “u 
double edge”. Since P^ \ (Xi U e) is an open disk, any other such edge must have the 
same label i. This particular label i will be noted 0 (zero). 
Let L be a set of vertices of H; an L-cycle of G will be a cycle of G such that the ver- 
tices all have the same sign, and for some orientation of the cycle, all the edges of the cy- 
cle have, at their beginning, a label corresponding to a vertex of H in L. For convenience, 
sometimes L is a set of labels, corresponding to vertices of H. Let X a vertex of H; a 
x-cycle is a {x)-cycle. A great L-cycle is an L-cycle that bounds a disk on Q such that 
the vertices in its closure all have the same sign. A strong L-cycle is a great L-cycle for 
the two orientations of the cycle. Let G’ = G\ {double edges}. Finally, if p 3 5 a gener- 
alized Scharlemann cycle is a strong {i - 1, i, i + 1 }-cycle of G, which bounds a disk-face 
of G’, see Fig. 1 (the order is cyclic in i E {-(p - 1)/2, . . , - 1, 0, 1, . . . , (p - 1)/2}). 
If p = 3, a generalized Scharlemann cycle is a strong {-l,O, 1}-cycle of G such that in 
the disk-face of G’ bounded by the cycle, each vertex contains the label 0, see Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Generalized Scharlemann cycle. (b) p = 3: this is not a generalized Scharlemann cycle. 
Let u be a {i - 1, i, i + 1}-generalized Scharlemann cycle bounding a disk E say 
in Q. Then all the edges in ‘; have their labels in {i - 1, i, i + l}, and if there is an 
edge in Int E it is a double edge. In this case, this double edge must have the label i 
at its endpoints, so i = 0. Because the vertices in ?? all have the same sign, it is not 
difficult to see that if i # 0 (i.e., there is no double edge in E), then (T is a Scharlemann 
cycle with labels {i - 1, i} or {i, i + 1). A generalized Scharlemann cycle distinct 
from a Scharlemann cycle will be called a strict generalized Scharlemann cycle. This 
is necessarily a {-l,O, I}-generalized Scharlemann cycle with double edge(s) in the 
disk-face of G’. 
The combinatorial theorem of Gordon and Luecke [4, Proposition 2.0.11 states that 
for a pair of graphs of type (S2, S2), if one does not contain a Scharlemann cycle then 
the other represents all types, which gives a contradiction. Indeed if one graph does not 
represent all types, then a great cycle can be constructed in the other graph. We recall that 
a great cycle is a s-cycle bounding a disk such that the vertices in its closure all have the 
same sign. Finally, by [l, pp. 287-2881 this disk contains in its closure a Scharlemann 
cycle. 
Similarly, in a pair of graphs (G, H) of type (S2, P2), the disk bounded by a great 
cycle in G, such that vertices in its closure all have the same sign, contains in its closure 
a generalized Scharlemann cycle (see Corollary 1.2 for the proof). 
We are trying to explain how our result fits into a program for proving that P3 cannot 
be obtained by Dehn surgery on a knot in S3. We think that a combinatorial approach in 
the context of the (S2, IP2) pair will lead to the same conclusion as for the (S2, S2) pair- 
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in particular that either H represents all types or G will contain a great x-cycle. The 
first of these cannot occur for the same reasons it cannot occur in the knot complement 
problem. Corollary 1.2 to the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 1 .l, shows that G 
cannot contain a great x-cycle. Thus the results of this paper with a sharpening of the 
combinatorial techniques of [4] will eventually lead to a proof that Dehn surgery on a 
knot in S3 cannot yield a manifold containing a projective plane. Now, we can state the 
main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 1.1. If G contains a generalized Scharlemann cycle then $ is not a minimal 
projective plane. 
Corollary 1.2. If p is minimal then G does not contain any great x-cycle. 
Proof. Let u be a great cycle of G, and let E be the disk in 0 bounded by u such 
that all the vertices in its closure have the same sign. There exists a great cycle C in 
z such that C bounds a disk D in E that does not contain another great cycle of G in 
its interior. If there is no double edge in D then C is a Scharlemann cycle by the proof 
in [l, Lemma 2.6.2, pp. 287-2881. If there is a double edge and no Scharlemann cycle 
in D, then the same proof shows the interior of D contains a { - 1 , 0, 1}-cycle bounding 
a disk in D with only double edge(s) in its interior, and no other label. This cycle is by 
definition a generalized Scharlemann cycle. 0 
To prove the theorem above, we shall proceed as follows. In Section 2, we make a 
combinatorial and geometric analysis of the existence of a strict generalized Scharlemann 
cycle and some useful representations. From this cycle we construct a surface of genus 2 
(F say), and a set of essential simple closed curves on F. These bound reduction-disks on 
disk-faces of G, and by surgering along outermost members of parallel families we obtain 
a disconnected set of compact surfaces (S say). In Section 3 after showing that S is a 
disjoint union of 2-spheres and at most one torus, we obtain conditions on an indexation 
of these 2-spheres. Finally, in the last section, we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. First, 
we deal with the case of a Scharlemann cycle (this is not really a great challenge); and 
with the case of a strict generalized Scharlemann cycle, using the previous results. 
2. Combinatorial and geometric analysis 
Analysis of C 
We consider C a strict generalized Scharlemann cycle; C is a {- 1, 0, +1}-cycle 
bounding a disk-face of G’, llD say, with N double edges in IntD with N > 1. We 
decompose the edges of C between three families: the edges that have one label +I and 
the other - 1 are called the edges [- 1, + I], those that have one label 0 and the other + 1 
are called the edges [0, + I], and the last ones that have one label -1 and the other 0 are 
called the edges [- 1, 0] (see Fig. 1). 
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Lemma 2.1. There exist exactly N + 1 faces of G on ID and 2N edges [-1, +I]. More- 
ovel; the boundary of each face contains exactly d double edges and exactly d edges 
[-l,+l], with d 3 1. 
Proof. Let v = ~1 + v2 be the number of vertices on D, with VI vertices connected to a 
double edge. Let e be the number of edges on D. Then 2e = 3vt-t 2~2. Finally if f is the 
number of faces on lD, by the Euler characteristic, we obtain X(D) = 1 = ZI - e+ f. There 
are N double edges so vt = 2N. This means that 1 = 2N + IQ - (3/2)(2N) - 212 + f, 
so there are exactly N + 1 faces on D. 
Let F be a face of G on lD. N 3 1 so d > 1. Suppose there is no edge [ - I, + 11. Then 
each label - 1 is connected to the label 0 and similarly each label +1 is connected to 
the label 0. F contains a double edge, so there are in F edges with labels + 1 and - 1. 
Beginning with the label -1 we meet all the edges composing the boundary of F. The 
label -1 is connected to a label 0, and since the vertices have the same sign, the label 
following on the boundary of F is - 1, so we never obtain a label + 1, which is impossible. 
We have shown there is one edge [- 1, +l] between two labels 0 of a double edge. 
Using the same method we show there is any double edge between two edges [- 1, + 11. 
It follows that there exist exactly 2N edges [- 1, + 1] (there are two labels 0 for one 
double edge), and the edges alternate on the boundary of F: one double edge, one edge 
[ - 1, + 11, . . . , one double edge, one edge [- 1, + 11, which concludes the proof. 0 
Let J’: be the part of J between X-1 and X1 containing X0, let N(F) be a thin 
regular neighbourhood of @ in M, and let R = aN(@. R is a 2-sphere, which double 
covers P. After an isotopy of ‘R, we may suppose that R and t3J are in general position, 
and R n J is a disjoint union of p pairs of meridian disks (X+, Xi) of J such that 
the annulus on aJ cobounded by ax: and ax,: containing aXi contains no other 
meridian disk of Rn J. Let F = a(N(P) U J_‘:), then F is a surface of genus 2. Putting 
R n J_‘i = { - Xf, U X{ U X$ U X1-}, and given an orientation to R and J, we can 
assign orientations + or - to {X_+, U Xi U X,+ U Xi-} according to the direction of the 
induced orientation of a boundary component of R as contained in 8 J. For convenience, 
we denote these elements by { - 1, O+, O-, + 1) where components { - 1, O-} have the 
same orientation on aJ (this means the same sign) which is opposite to the common 
orientation of the components {O+, +1} (they have the opposite sign, see Fig. 2). 
By transversality, ILD gives (N + 1) disks properly embedded in M \ (N(p U J_‘: )). 
These are called reduction-disks and their boundaries lie in r = D n F. r is a set of 
(N + 1) simple closed curves in F, each bounding a reduction-disk in lD (in a disk- 
face of G). M contains the 3-manifold obtained by pasting the (N + 1) reduction-disks 
along the (N + 1) curves of r on F. The boundary of this manifold is denoted by 
S = a(N(@ u N(J_+;) u N(D)). 
Representation of H 
The existence of C supposes the existence of a double edge (in the case M = P3 this 
edge exists, see [5]). Let e be a double edge. Then F \ (e U X0) is an open disk whose 
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Fig. 2 
closure, denoted by 6, contains H. The boundary of 6 is the union of two copies of e 
noted by (e-, e+) and two arcs on the boundary of Xc denoted by a-Xc and a+Xa. 
The labels of (e-, e+) in H are the same as those in D. Given orientations of 1 and 6, 
we can give a sign to the vertices of H in D, as we did for those of Q. We may suppose 
that the edges are labelled: 1,2, . , q such that they meet a positive vertex in this order 
(according to the positive orientation of the vertex), the same order for a+Xa, and the 
inverse order for the negative vertices and ~-XC,. If we consider H in D, we can define 
the parity rule in the usual manner and (G, H) satisfies this rule, considering a+Xa and 
a-X0 as two vertices (see Fig. 3). 
We make the identification of the H in F and the H in 3. The last one is the 
representation of H (in a disk). 
Geometric analysis of (F, r) 
The graph g coming from R n a in R is the 2-covering of H. So, the edges of H 
break up into at most four families. First, there are the edges (O- , 0’) coming from the 
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Fig. 3. Example for q = 6 and p = 9. 
double edges. For each double edge e on D there exist two edges (O-, Of) on ILD denoted 
by (e-, e+) such that (e- , e+) is a Scharlemann cycle of length 2 on D with labels 
{O-, O+}. We call (e-, e+) the copies of e on ID. 
Second, there are the edges (- 1, + 1) coming from the edges [- 1, + l] of C. Similarly, 
we denoted by (O- , + 1) the edges coming from the edges [0, + 11, and by (- 1, Of) the 
edges coming from the edges [0, -11 of C (see Fig. 2). By Lemma 2.1, the edges (O- , O+) 
and (-l+, +l-) exist, but the other two kinds of edges may or may not exist. 
Let 2 = R \ {X,‘, Xc, XT,, Xl}: this is a 2-sphere with four punctures. Let & be 
the region of Z between two edges (O+, O-) of fi, denoted by e’, e”, containing the edges 
(-1, +I) and no other edge (O+, O-) except e’, e”. This means e’ and e” are innermost 
among all (O+, O-)-edges coming from ED. We give an orientation to e’, e” so that & 
is immediately to the right of e’ and immediately to the left of e”. These two edges are 
on the boundary of some component of F \ r. Let C’ be the component immediately 
to the right of e’ and C” the one immediately to the left of e”. We denote by E’ the 
component of 2 \ r immediately to the right of e’ and by E” the one immediately to 
the left of e”, then E’ c C’ and E” c C”, see Fig. 4. 
We call & “the exceptional region” of F, and we call the F-comers the arc compo- 
nents of a({Xt, U Xi U X$ U X,- }) - r. We call by “rectangle” any disk of F \ r 
bounded by exactly two edges of & and two F-corners, or two F-corners and two arc 
components of i3J_‘i n r. 
rn(Z\&) is th e union of (2N - 2) edges (O-, O+). We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: There is no edge (-l,O+) and no edge (O-, 1). In this case E’ U E” is a 
(connected) annulus, so C’ = C”. 
Case 2: There is no edge (- 1 , O+) or no edge (O- , 1). In this case E’ U E” is a 
(connected) disk, so C’ = C”. 
Case 3: There is at least one edge (- 1 , O+) and one edge (O- , 1). In this case E’ U E” 
is non-connected; we do not know if C’ = C”, see Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Representation of (F, r n 2) corresponding to Fig. 1. 
Fig. 5. Bananas corresponding to Fig. 1. 
We give now some useful definitions. If D is any surface in M we denote by n(D) the 
intersection number of D and 1. Then n(S) = n(F) = n(n) - 4 = 2p - 4. A “banana” 
is a disk of R \ {X,‘, Xc} with boundary two edges (O-, O+) in r, and two F-corners, 
with no such edge in its interior; Rc, is a banana (see Fig. 5). An equivariant disk is a 
disk of R \ {Xc, X,‘} with boundary two F-corners and two edges (O-, O+) that are 
the two copies {e- , e’} of one double edge e on ID. 
A disk with equivariant boundary, say D, is a disk in M with the same boundary as 
an equivariant disk, such that Int D n s = 0. In particular an equivariant disk is a disk 
with equivariant boundary. Let B’ and B” be two bananas; if we denote by {e’, f’} the 
edges (O-, O+) on the boundary of B’ and by {e”, f”} those of B” then we say B’ and 
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B” are equivariant bananas if and only if {e’, e”} are the copies of some double edge 
on D and the same for {f’, f”}. T wo bananas are successive if and only if they have 
on their boundary a common edge (O- , O+). This means that the intersection of their 
closures is nonempty (see Fig. 5). 
Remark 2.2. (i) If B and B’ are two equivariant bananas then n(B) = n(B’). 
(ii) The union of N successive bananas is an equivariant disk. 
(iii) If D is an equivariant disk then n(D) = p - 1. 
(iv) If D’ is a disk with equivariant boundary then there exists a projective plane, P’ 
say, in M such that n(P’) = n(D’) + 1. 
Proof. Considering R as the 2-covering of p, it is not difficult to see (i) and (ii). If D 
is an equivariant disk, then D* = (‘I?. \ {X;, X,‘}) \ D is an equivariant disk too, and 
n(D) = n(D*). Since n(D) + n(D*) = 2p - 2, we have proved (iii). Let {e- , e+} be 
the edges (O-, O+) on aD’, the copies of some double edge, e say, on IID. There exist 
two arcs a: and p, say, on ID such that y = a U e- U p U e+ bounds a disk containing 
e and no other edge in its interior. Let A be this disk, neighbourhood of e in D. Let 
A+ be the annulus on dJ between ax; and dX$ containing aXa. Then y bounds a 
Mbius band, BO say, in R \ {X;, X,‘} U A+ such that: BO = (Bo n A?) U D’ U {Xi} 
or Bo = (Bo n At) U D’ U {X,‘}. Finally, since Int D’ f’ 0 = 0, then Bo n A = 8 and 
P’ = BoU, A is a projective plane in M and n(P’) = n(Bo)+n(A) = (n(D’)+ 1). 0 
3. Geometric interpretations 
Proposition 3.1. If N 3 2 then F \ P is either the union of one 2-sphere with four 
punctures and N - 1 annuli, or the union of two 2-spheres with three punctures and 
N - 2 annuli. 
If N = 1 then F \ F is either one 2-sphere with four puncture, or a torus with two 
punctures and an annulus. 
Claim 1. For each component y E F: F \ y is connected. 
Proof. Let y E r, then given an orientation to y, since the vertices of ED have the same 
sign, the corners (- 1 .O+) and (O- . 1) on 8 J_‘: n r (see Fig. 2) are always traversed by 
y in the same sense. So y traverses A+ and A- z times and 1~ times respectively, always 
in the same sense. By Lemma 2.1, y contains at least one edge (- 1, +1) and one edge 
(O-, O+). Then 5 and y are nonnull. Given an orientation of a meridian ,u+ of A+ and 
of a meridian p- of A-, the homological number of intersection between pL+ and y is 
*x, and between /I- and y is fry, so y is homologically nontrivial on F. This means 
that y cannot separate F into two components. 0 
Claim 2. F \ F is the union of E’ and E” and some rectangles, and each of them is 
connected to another one by the F-corners. 
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Proof. F is the union of Z and two annuli A-, A+ say, on a J_'/ . Moreover Z is the 
union of & and bananas. The components of A+ \ r or A- \ I’, and the bananas are 
rectangles and & \ F is the union of E’ and E” and rectangles. Since Z n {A-, A+} = 
a({X+, U Xc U Xz U X1-}), all the components of RQ \ F, A+ \ r and A- \ r are 
joined by the F-corners of 2 n {A-, A+}. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. By Claim 1, a component of F \ r can only be a punctured 
2-sphere or a punctured torus. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. E’ and E” are in the same component of F \ r, Fo say. By Claim 2, FO is the 
union of E’, E” and some rectangles. Moreover the other components of F \ r are the 
union of rectangles joined at their F-corners, so they are annuli. The Euler characteristic 
is additive: x(F) = x(Fo) + x(F \ Fo). S ince (F \ Fo) is composed of annuli, its Euler 
Characteristic is null and x(Fo) = x(F) = -2. F 0 can only be a 2-sphere with four 
punctures, or a torus with two punctures. There exists an arc (Y in & transverse to the 
2N edges (-1, +l), with one endpoint in E’ and the other in E”. If N = I then F \ r 
is either a 2-sphere with four punctures, or the union of a torus with two punctures and 
an annulus. 
If N > 2 then there is on llD one face with exactly one double edge on its boundary, and 
there is one face with at least two double edges on its boundary. Therefore there exists in 
these faces one curve yi E F with exactly one arc (- 1, + I), and there exists one curve 
-y2 E F with at least two arcs (-1, +l). Since E’ and E” are in the same component 
Fo of F \ r, there exists an arc ,O say in FO disjoint from F satisfying aa: = 80. Let 
y E F, then given an orientation to y, since all vertices on D have the same sign, the 
edges (- 1, + 1) are always traversed by y in the same sense. So o Up is a simple closed 
curve in F such that the homological intersection numbers are I(cy U 0) . yl/ = 1 and 
l((YUP).Y21 3 2. 
Then yi and ^ I; are not parallel, which means that there is not an annulus in F with 
(ri,y2) as boundary. But, if Fo is a torus with two punctures, then for each pair (y, 7’) 
of curves in F there is an annulus in F bounded by (y, y’), which is impossible. In 
conclusion: if N 3 2 then Fo is a 2-sphere with four holes and the other components 
of F \ r are N - 1 annuli, and if N = 1 then F \ I’ is either one 2-sphere with four 
punctures, or a torus with two punctures and an annulus. 
Case 2. E’ and E” are in distinct components, denoted by F’ and F” respectively, 
in F \ r. As above, we obtain x(F’) + x(F”) = -2 and x(F’), x(F”) are negative or 
null. F’ must be E’ with two bands attached B and B’ say (the bands are the unions 
of rectangles). Thus F’ cannot be a two-punctured torus or a four-punctured sphere 
(see Fig. 6). So x(F’) = x(F”) = -1 and they are three-punctured spheres (the other 
components are N-2 annuli joining the punctures). If N = 1 this case is impossible. 0 
Claim 3. Neither E’ or E” can be in an annulus component of F \ r. 
Proof. By Claim 2, all the components of F \ r distinct to C’ or C” are annuli. By 
Proposition 3.1, we see that the number of components of F \ r distinct to an annulus 
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Fig. 6. E’ and E” are disjoint 
is one or two. In the proof of Proposition 3.1, we show that if E’ and E” are not in the 
same component (Case 2) then this number is two. 0 
Let A be an annulus-component of F \ r, and let y E r be a boundary-component of 
A. Given an orientation of y on F, by Lemma 2.1, y contains an edge (O-, O+) which 
bounds (on 2) a banana on its right-hand and another one on its left-hand. So A contains 
one of them, and by Claim 3, we conclude that each annulus contains a banana distinct 
from a. By Proposition 3.1, if N 3 2, we have exactly N 2-spheres in S. We call 
successive annuli two component-annuli on F \ r with a common boundary-component. 
The union of successive annuli which contain all the successive annuli of any member 
of the union, is called a famili of successive annuli. 
Proposition 3.2. There exist N successive bananas such that each 2-sphere of S contains 
exactly one of them, and %& is not one of these bananas. 
Proof. If N = 1 then there is exactly one double edge in ILD, so exactly two edges 
(O-, O+), two equivariant disks on 2, and two curves in r. By Proposition 3.1, F \ r 
is a 2-sphere with four punctures or a torus with two punctures and an annulus. Since 
there are exactly two bananas & and B say, then B satisfies Proposition 3.2. So for the 
rest of the proof we suppose N > 2. 
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Claim 1. If there exists a component C of F \ r containing two successive bananas, 
then C is a 2-sphere with four punctures and the other components of F \ r are (N - 1) 
successive annuli. 
Proof. Let C be this component, and let B, B’ be two such bananas. We may suppose 
B’ # &. Let e be the edge (O-,0+) in B n B’; given an orientation of e, this edge 
bounds C on its right hand and on its left hand. So there exists a loop in C transverse to 
e in F. By Proposition 3.1, C is a 2-sphere with four punctures and the other components 
are (N - 1) successive annuli. 0 
Claim 2. Let B # l& be a banana. If its edges are in the same component of r then 
B is contained in a 4-punctured sphere and the other components of F \ r are (N - 1) 
successive annuli. 
Proof. Assume that e and f are in the same component of r and let C contain B. By 
the proof of Lemma 2.1, it is not difficult to see that the labels O- , O+ alternate on any 
curve y of r. Given an orientation of y, the edges e and f border C on their right-hand 
side, say. But now following the induced orientation of e and f on Z we see that C 
contains two successive bananas. By Claim 1, C is a 4-punctured sphere and the other 
components of F \ r are (N - 1) successive annuli. 0 
We consider the 2N - 1 bananas B1, . , Bc~N_~) such that Bi is adjacent to Bi-1 
and Bi+l with 2 < i < (2N - 2) and & is adjacent to BQN_~) and B1. 
Let Al, . . . , Al, be a family of successive annuli of F \ r. By Claim 1, an annulus 
cannot contain two successive bananas. Let B, B’, B” be three successive bananas 
disjoint to Re such that B, B’ are in two successive annuli, A, A’ respectively. 
Start with A1 = A and AZ = A’ and let B = Bj, B’ = Bj+l where Bj, Bj+l are 
successive bananas contained in Al, AZ (respectively)-using Claim 2 and after possibly 
reversing the order of the Bi. Then B” = Bj+z lies in A” = A3 (Claim 2). Note that B” 
lies in A3 hence cannot be RJJ by Claim 3 of Proposition 3.1. Now apply the argument 
again to A2 = A, A3 = A’ and B = Bj+l, B’ = Bj+z. One eventually finds a family 
of Ic successive bananas Bj, Bj+, , . . , Bj+k, such that Bj+i C Ai for i < i < Ic, and 
one of the two adjacent bananas to this family is not RQ. 
Consequently, if F \ r contains (N - 1) successive annuli then we find N successive 
bananas as required. 
Then for the rest of the proof, we suppose that F \ r does not contain (N - 1) 
successive annuli. Then by Claim 1 there is not a component of F \ r that contains two 
successive bananas, and by Claim 2 the two (0 +, O-)-edges of each banana are not in 
the same component of r. Thus, if B, B’, B” are three successive bananas disjoint to 
I& then they are in three distinct components of F \ r. This means if A, A’ and A” 
are the component that contains B, B’, B” (respectively) then A # A”, A # A’ and 
A’ # A”. 
We are going to travel along the successive bananas B1, . . . , B(zN_l), beginning with 
B1, and running from Bi to Bi+l (for 1 < i < N - 2) without never come-back. If we 
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arrive in a family of successive annuli of k annuli with B.j+r then Bj+l, . . , Bj+k are 
Ic successive bananas, each of them in one annulus of the family exactely one time, and 
neither B.j or B.j+z is in this family of successive annuli. 
So we can consider each family of successive annuli as a big annulus. There are two 
or three families of successive annuli in F \ r. Let AI, AZ (and eventually A3) be these 
big annuli. We distingwish two cases. 
Case 1: C is a bpunctured sphere. Then there is two big annuli A1 and AZ. They are 
separate by C. By travelling, we meet Al, C, A2 or AZ, C, Al because each big annulus 
contains banana. This gives the N successive bananas as required. 
Case 2: C’, C” are 3-punctured spheres. Then there is two or three big annuli. Two big 
annuli are separate by C’ or C”. As the same manner as Case 1, since each component 
(big annulus, C’, C”) contains a banana, we can meet them one time and successively (for 
example Al, C’, AZ, C”, Aj). Again, this gives the N successive bananas as required. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We suppose G contains a generalized Scharlemann cycle C, and we distinguish two 
cases. 
Case 1: C is a Scharlemann cycle. Let E be the disk-face bounded by C in G. We 
recall there is no double edge in E. We denote by {i, i + 1) the labels of the edges of 
C. Let A be the annulus on aJ between aXi and aXi+, (with no other inside). C lies 
in A U p. Since the 3-manifolds are oriented C is a curve preserving the orientation of 
? U A. p U A is the connected sum of a projective plane P2 and a torus T2. Since the 
vertices of C all have the same sign on G, C cuts the meridian of the knot 1 always in 
the same sense, so does not separate F U A. By pasting E along C, as usual (see [ 1, 
Lemma 2.5.2]), we obtain a new nonorientable closed 2-manifold with characteristic 1, 
this means a new projective plane P’, cutting the knot 1 2 times less than P (P’ does 
not contain Xi U Xi+t). So we have a projective plane cutting at most (p - 2) times the 
core 1. 
Case 2: C is a strict generalized Scharlemann cycle. We use notations and results of the 
previous Sections 2 and 3. Let B be the union of N bananas as in Proposition 3.2; B is an 
equivariant disk, so by Remarks 2.2, n(B) = p- 1. Let B be a banana in B and 5’~ be the 
2-sphere component of S containing B. Let B* = SE \ B and DB = B* U (Z? \ B). Then 
DB is a disk with an equivariant boundary (~DB = af3), and there exists a projective 
plane, PB say, in M, such that n(P,) = I + 1, which gives 
n(&) = n(sB) - n(B) + (p - 1 - n(B)) + 1 = p + I - 2n(B) 
For each banana of 23 we have an associated projective plane; let P be the minimal of 
these ones, then P satisfies: 
n(P) 6 $ (NP + c n(sB) - 2 c n(B)). 
BEB BET3 
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If S is a union of spheres, then CBEa I = n(S) = 2p - 4; if not (then N = I), 
this is the union of a torus and a sphere, the number of components of f3 is 1, call it Bu, 
and CBEa I =n(Bo) <n(s). 
As a conclusion, we have: 
c n(SB)< %-4 
BEB 
and 
C n(B) = n(B) = p - 1 
BEB 
which gives 
n(P) < $(~p+(2p-4)-2(~- 1)) 
so 
n(P) < p - 2/N < p. 
Thus P is a projective plane in M cutting I less than p. 
In conclusion, if G contains a generalized Scharlemann cycle then p cannot be a 
minimal projective plane in M. 0 
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